STUDENT
SEATTLE CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PARKING REPLACEMENT REQUEST
FOR
EVENING PARKING PERMIT ONLY

DAYTIME PARKING: Due to limited parking availability, there is NO REPLACEMENT for lost/stolen/misplaced daytime parking permit.

EVENING PARKING: Depending on availability, an EVENING parking permit may be replaced by paying a replacement fee of $20.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM TO PAY FOR A REPLACEMENT PERMIT DIRECTLY AT THE CASHIER WINDOW.

STUDENT PARKING REPLACEMENT REQUEST

QUARTER (circle one): FALL WINTER SPRING YEAR: _________

NAME: ______________________________________________________ SID#: _________ - _______ - ____________

Last First

I declare that my parking permit has been lost/stolen and hereby requesting a replacement. I understand that the false representation of the loss, fraudulent use, possession of, or complicity in the use of a lost/stolen/misplaced pass may lead to suspension of my participation/privilege in the college transportation program.

I further understand that the ownership of the parking permit remains with Seattle Central Community College and that the parking permit is not transferable. Vehicle(s) found with a reported lost/stolen/misplaced permit will be impounded at owner’s risk and expense.

SIGNATURE: ____________________________ DATE: ____________________________

CASHIER USE ONLY RE replacement EVENING#: _________ AMOUNT CHARGED: ________________
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